Recognizing the service and impact of We CU volunteers and scholars.

The We CU Community Engaged Scholars program empowers students to make a positive impact in the community while building their resume/CV and enriching their university experience. We CU honors the following students for their community-based work in social and racial justice, health and mental wellness, combatting isolation, youth advocacy and education, translation and immigrant services, community outreach, and arts and culture.

We would like to thank and recognize the following scholars for dedicating 200 or more hours of their time over the course of their college experience to serving the needs of the Champaign-Urbana community.

Isabel Gleason
Daniel Kaufman
Julia Poel
Cherish Recera
Nicole Zhang

 EDUCATION

Tianna Blake
Elizabeth Coder
Brynne Kenner
Grace McCoy
Erin Molay
Julia Poel

 FAA

Isabel Gleason
Abby Grace
Alexis Johnson
Nena Rohaidzam
Thomas Valencia

 FAA & LAS

Olivia Benge
Kenny Dolin

 GIES

Noah Anderson
Li Yang
Nicole Zhang

 GRAINGER

Frank Andujar Lugo
Sumana Dara
Preeti Kamma
Daniel Kaufman
Kristin Lai
Denissa Purba

 GRAINGER & LAS

Augie Balicki

 ACES

Sydney Curts
Sarah Dodoo
Michael Dzianott
Anyah Smith

 ACES/LAS

Carolyn Liu
Nicole Park

 AHS

Emily Butryn
Samantha Chin
Erik Deterding
Bahda Hoang
Alyssa Holguin
Nixie Leon Lopez
Monserrat Ponce

 DGS

David Peleckis

 iSCHOOL

Zoe Bowlus
Mariah Tennell

 LAW

Oscar Herrera Mayorga

 LAS

Astarte Abbott
Mariam Abushamaa
Mutma Adebayo
Serwa Adusei-Poku
Angad Agrawal
Mimi Akintunde-Nieves
Ashley Akrami
Mohammad Anjum
Riley Anton
Lupe Araiza
Jacky Arroyo
Akash Arunabharaathi
Elizabeth Atmore
Bushra Azhar
Becca Baez
Aryan Bahl
Sooliat Bakare
Arun Balaji
Katelyn Barbour
Garrett Barksdale
Tavi Barlow
Jack Bartscher
Donica Basica
Hannah Bijoy
Liliana Bizub-Rodriguez
Ashley Blackwood
Winnie Blanchfield
Alexis Blum
Sushruth Booma
Rayna Patel
Varshal Patel
Vidhi Patel
Vidhi Patel
Raj Patel
Ruchi Patel
Giulia Pauli
Luis Pedro Paz De La Cerda
Brianna Perkins
Heigen Phuah
Blake Plotner
Bobby Puente
Yukang Qiu
Sahas Ramesh
Sarah Ramp
Ilakkia Ranjani
Sudhit Rao
Siddharth Ravuri
Alec Richter
Jjakob Robinson
Mia Rode
Hope Rodriguez
Yureni Roman Arellano
Tom Rose
Luc Rosenstein
Sandra Ruiz
Mia Salas
Angel Sanchez
Elisabeth Sandoval
Daniel San Nicolas
Madeline Santori
Sam Santoyo
Muskaan Sawhney
Ryan Scheleski
Thomas Schramer
Ty Seifert
Morgan Serafino
Ribah Shaikh
Vani Sharma
Madhumitha Shetty
Ellie Short
Royal Shrestha
Dana Shuaibi
Aman Singh
Naman Singhal
Tess Slowinski
Julia Slusher
Jonathan Sneh
Margaret Snyder
Chloe Solarte
Eric Solheim
Josh Song
Anna Sonnenschein
Sage Sorensen
Sarah Stebbins
Abbey Steele
Khymari Stenhouse
Abigail Stevenson
Isabella Strohmeier
Sarah Stuiber
Abir Sun
Jakub Sura
Aiki Suzuki
Alan Tao
Aron Tatman
Josie Thannert
Alisha Thomas
Steven Thornton
Nick Trapp
Jackson Travers
Leah Tritaubagh
Natalie Tuft
Aleena Ukkan
Bridget Ulbert
Joselyn Vazquez
Heaven Velez
Kunaal Venugopal
Rayya Verma
Eleanor Waldorf
Mary Wall
Yiran Wang
Jessie Wang
Ben Wang
Mason Wang
Jadean Warburton
Marcin Warzeha
Andrew White
Nick Wilson
Arianna Winters
Virginia Wright
Jason Wu
Mingxia Wu
Olivia Wynn
Justin Wytmar
Jalen Xing
Frank Xu
Zhiyuan Xu
Debo Yang
Angela Yoon
David Yu
Zhao Zhang
David Zhu
Michelle Zhu
Michelle Zorigt

LAS & MEDIA

Zulema Herrera

SSW

Abby Hernandez
Alexa Johnson
Melissa Murillo

UNKNOWN

Sylvia Fuge
Anushka Gami